EDITORS NOTE ISSUE 48 MAY 2020
New British Union is the voice of ordinary
people who fear for their future and those
of their children under the present system
of sham democracy.
We are witness to the decline of the once
proud country of Great Britain who played a
significant role in some of the most
important developments in history,
engineering, medicine, culture, music, art,
law, constitutional development,
Christianity and literary genius.
Our bravest forebears witnessed victory in
battle on every continent, our brightest
minds constructed magnificent cathedrals,
civic buildings, bridges, canals, railways and
much else.
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Today, many who have inherited this great
legacy are at last prepared to speak out
about the betrayal of their nations. Their
voice is one of common sense and is a
reflection of the opinion of the
overwhelming majority of the people of
Britain.
That voice must address the pressing issues
that blight our country and its childrens
future. That voice is of the New British
Union of Fascists.
Gary Raikes
The Blackshirt is a FREE publication.
The views expressed in this publication are
not necessarily those held by either The
Blackshirt, this publication’s editor, or by
anyone else associated with the publication
itself.
This publication and its editor reserve the
right to edit any and all contents when and
where considered necessary.
All artwork, photographs and articles
remain the intellectual property of the
original artists and photographers.

Regimes
Communism/Socialist/SJW
The supporters of the alternative system
communist regimes across the world. I
(fascist ideology) will understand this short would be looking at the higher figure for
article and the facts presented. I just really total number but that is for you to research
want to remind the champagne
in you own time.
socialist/communist the history of what So, when the new age communist SJW types
they are supporting. In my view
slander us for believing in the British fascist
International socialism is just a waiting
ideology I would simply look to the facts of
room for communism and I really would like what the Communist ideology has done to
the people reading this short article to
the world and the tragic death and
understand how bad the communist
destruction its caused throughout world
ideology has been throughout the world’s history. We must also ask ourselves why this
history.
is not discussed about in our education
Top 10 Country’s to face the radical killing
system in the United Kingdom?
machine of the Communist ideology and No ideology has a perfect past, but some
theory.
really do show just how destructive they
1. People's Republic of China Body
can be. I would like to ask all the people
who
are sitting on the fence about fascism
Count: 73,237,000
2. Union of Soviet Socialist Republics to investigate the history and the facts of
the past to understand the real truth.
Body Count: 58,627,000
3. Russian Soviet Federated Socialist Please look into how the Communist far left
ideology was forced to the people using
Republic Body Count: 3,284,000
mass killing, famine and the overall tragic
4. Democratic People's Republic of
loss of humanity to country’s that should
Korea Body Count: 3,163,000
have been so strong but if it not for the
5. Cambodia Body Count: 2,627,000 system of communist ideology pulling them
6. Democratic Republic of Afghanistan
to the gates of hell and beyond.
Body Count: 1,750,000
I can honestly say this an extraordinarily
7. Vietnam Body Count: 1,670,000
strong point in the support for British
8. People's Democratic Republic of
fascism for me and in general the Fascist
ideology. As the Fascist Ideology is antiEthiopia Body Count: 1,343,610
communist for me this is just one of many
9. Socialist Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia Body Count: 1,072,000 reasons why I support British Fascism and
the New British Union.
10.
Chinese Soviet Republic Body
Count: 700,000
Tom Whitebirch NBU Veterans Officer
Also including People's Republic of
Mozambique Body Count: 700,000, Socialist
Republic of Romania
Body Count: 435,000, People's Republic of
Bulgaria Body Count: 222,000, People's
Republic of Angola Body Count: 125,000 ,
Mongolian People's Republic Body Count:
100,000, People's Socialist Republic of
Albania Body Count: 100,000 and Republic
of Cuba Body Count: 73,000.
The list goes on and on unfortunately and
the overall figure sits at anything from 100
million to 149 million in total deaths lost to

THE GOAL
nationalists" have sought to promote a
“In the lives of great nations there comes separate English identity and a "go it alone"
the moment of decision, there comes the political strategy which would jettison their
moment of destiny. And this great nation, fellow Britions and by extension leave the
again and again in the great hours of its
home nations open to the aforementioned
fate, has swept aside convention, has swept
red menace.
aside the little men of talk and of delay,
and has decided to follow men and
England First actually gained two council
movements who say, ‘we go forward to
seats campaigning along traditional
action, let those who dare follow us in this nationalist lines, multiculturalism, Islam,
hour’.”
the EU under an exclusively English

Parliament whilst the English Democrats
The words of Oswald Mosley echo across the sought at one time to form links with the
decades, always the aristocratic English terrorists behind Sinn Fein. The latter party,
man, his politics, his vision extended
beyond a website bemoaning the threat of
beyond his home nation, the British Union, immigration and a similar incidental idea of
was as described, a Union of the British
an English Parliament, is an electoral
bound together under the dynamic aegis of irrevelance, but with an agenda of splitting
Fascism, politically and in terms of
up the UK is the foolish compatriot of Plaid
symbolism the BUF were committed to the Cymru, the SNP and the Provos! Even if their
UK with the Flash & Circle combined with ideas were achievable (they're not!) then do
the Union Flag were the banners in which they really believe that the red imperialism
Mosley would introduce his ideas to the that would inevitably grip Wales & Scotland
wider audience which make up the
would stop at an English border?
respective peoples of the U.K.
As described in previous numbers, the
respective sepretitist and republican
movements of Scotland, Wales and Ulster
have sought the break up of the U.K.,
collectively they are the puppets of Marxism
and would condemn their envisaged socialist
republics to communist totalitarianism, the
subjects of international Marxism, but sadly
they are not alone in the desire to split
Britain.

These groups and their tiny mindsets and
support may be incidental, but they are
nevertheless dangerous.

For what you may term "right wing

The future of these islands are bound
together by blood, soil, ethnicity and
heritage, the goal of Soros and his global
operation is to destroy the nation state,
strong nations with mono cultural

populations are earmarked for destruction consideration wouldn't be just foolish but
and his agents will use unwitting dupes, vast treasonous for after all we face the same
financial resources & regional parliaments
globalist Marxist enemy, the same red
to foster discord and division, an agenda we
dagger at our throats.
see played out on the national and global
stage.
In NBU we see the bigger picture, the four
home nations standing together under the
self same banners that brought the British
Union & Sir Oswald Mosley to national
prominence and seen the indigenous Britons
rally together in their thousands in the
quest of building a system of strength and in
so doing cast aside that of weakness and
division.
Simply put, the goal then as the goal now!
JAMES CRAIG NBU ULSTER

HAVE YOUR SAY

Great Englishmen, Mosley, Powell and
Tyndale all seen beyond the charade of an
English regionalism, recognising that Great
Britain & her Empire was a product of the
AT LAST
collective effort of Britons regardless of
geography and that destiny, of a resurgent Today I did what I should have done years
Britain would again be a collaborative effort
ago. I joined the New British Union of
of its folk.
Fascists. We need a revival of the old spirit
if we are to combat the liberal degenerate
mess we find ourselves in. Most of all we
need unity and loyalty. Individualism will
get us nowhere
TOM KNOWLES

OUR ONLY HOPE

This writer recalls fondly those warm St.
Georges days in the English beer garden,
the warming dram of Whiskey in November
to cemmorate St. Andrew along with fellow
Britons, comrades regardless of accents,
there was no division in the ranks of such
truely patriotic Britons to consider
separating the Scot, Enlish, Ulster or
Welshman based upon geographical

Fascism properly understood and applied
will be the salvation of Britain and will
probably prove to be the only hope for
perhaps the whole of Western Civilisation.
It has been some time since I became
convinced of this fact and since then I have
been waiting and longing for the man who
would give us the lead we needed. Gary
Raikes has done so, but so completely has
he been misrepresented that I have only
recently discovered there now exists a
movement which is really Fascist and which

deserves the support of every intelligent
man who cares anything for the prosperity
of Britain.

designs for you. I am also curious of how
many contacts you can give me of other
European fascist organizations, or even
Americans I could reach out to, because I
want to push for full unity such as your BMNBU-NF union you guys formed. I am
personally forming an international
fraternity which I fully invite you and
whomever you would like to participate in it is a similar concept to Degrelle's European
volunteer SS and Mosley's European
Socialism.

The record of every government of recent
years has been one of incompetence and
dishonour. Every major problem they have
tackled they have messed up and their
leaders chief fame will probably rest upon
the avidity with which they trot about the
world taking part in what – for the pleasure
caused to the participants and the harm
done to everyone else by intrigue and backstabbing – might aptly be called
I admire you comrades across the pond for
International Mothers Meetings!
your unity and hope America can bloom as
greatly - Patriot Front, which I'm proud to
Whilst our political elite fool around and be a part of, is a shining beacon of change
talk, lowering Britains prestige, whittling
and tactic. I reached out recently to the
away her power and leading the nation ever National Reformation Party because their
nearer to disaster, affairs at home become activists are covering our stickers, and such
steadily worse and no-one knows where the a thing inherently divisive so the whole
sorry business will end.
fascist community. They gave me a very
small response. On the bright side though,
Fascism with its plan for a Corporate State
the (New Jersey) European Heritage
is the only solution of modern problems, but Association, or NJEHA, is working with PF
this fact has got to be much more widely
very pleasantly, I've even been doing
realised and the ranks of the NBU have got
activism with one of their activists.
to be filled. I have added one to the
numbers by joining myself. The cost to all
In Europe I've observed the work of the
who support the movement, as Gary has
Hundred Handers, you can find them on
said, is likely to be intellectual and social
telegram, perhaps you and the British
ostracism and public ridicule at the least. Alliance can link with them and add another
But this is small compared with the ultimate member to your front. I'm willing to help
benefit to the State and therefore to the you guys out with whatever you need, from
individual.
art to brainstorming tactics.
I for one am proud to be part of NBU and
pledge my loyalty to the movement and its
leader, discipline, dedication, direction!

Reclaim our Lifeblood,
Alfred Stahlorn

JAMES STARK

HELP FROM THE USA
The last few issues of the online paper have
been amazing and its greatly appreciated as
an American to see you all doing well. I'm a
member of Patriot Front as well as an artist
for them, and I would like to drum up some
artwork/sticker/promotional material

BRITISH FASCISM
CHAPTER 3 PART 6

BLACKSHIRT STORM TROOPER FROM "1
SQUAD"
When a number of British engineers in
Russia were accused of spying, the contract
was cancelled and the trucks became
available at a frustrated export discount.
Mosley picked them up relatively cheaply. At
least six of these special trucks were
stationed at the National Headquarters. One
of them was converted into the public
address truck and used as a platform to
elevate a speaker above crowds.
TRANSPORT SECTION

Note: The brass number '1' on this man's
tunic, under his First World War medal
ribbons, indicate that he is a member of the When in use, the blackshirt occupants sat
party who is willing to fight to promote the on hard plank benches along the sides of the
British Union of Fascists. "1 Squad" was an back of the trucks next to open windows. In
Summer, this was not too bad but in the rain
elite defence force that could be sent
quickly to protect Blackshirt meetings and and snow of Winter, being jarred around on
hard benches in the wet and cold was an
speakers. They had large powerful trucks
unpleasant experience.
with wire mesh over the open side and back
windows so that Reds and Jewish antiPUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEM TRUCK
fascists could not throw bricks or stones or
other objects at the '1 Squad' occupants on
their way to an assignment.
B.U.F. TRUCKS

These trucks were built under contract for
the Soviet Secret Police (the O.G.P.U.).

TRANSPORT SECTION INSPECTION
B.U.F.
A copy of "Hurrah For The Blackshirts"
follows.

BLACKSHIRT SECTIONS READY TO LOAD ONTO
TRANSPORT TRUCKS

In January, 1934, 1st. Viscount Rothermere, From 10 November, 1933, to 31 May, 1934,
(Harold S. Harmsworth) the owner of the
the B.U.F. published its first newspaper
Daily Mail and the Daily Mirror ran articles
called the FASCIST WEEK. These were
in both newspapers in support of the British numbered 1 through 29. After that, the
Union of Fascists and Oswald Mosley. The newspaper meant for dedicated fascists and
banner in the Daily Mail read, "Hurrah For supporters was called the BLACKSHIRT. In
The Blackshirts". His support brought many
addition to that newspaper, the general
new members to the B.U.F. After the fascist public could buy a less intense newspaper
Olympia Rally in June, 1934, where there
called ACTION which carried cartoons,
was great violence between Communists
advertisements, stories about the times,
and Jews and the Blackshirt stewards,
local events, etc. The mastheads of the
Rothermere was approached by a number of various newspapers are shown on the next
Jewish advertisers who suggested he stop
page.
backing Mosley or lose their advertising
revenue. Rothermere urged Mosley to leave
fascism behind. Mosley refused and
Rothermere withdrew his support from the

FIRST B.U.F. NEWSPAPER MASTHEAD

BLACKSHIRT NEWSPAPER INCORPORATING
FASCIST WEEK
The first issue of the mainstream New Party
newspaper ACTION was issued on October 8,
1931. It carried on under the B.U.F. and in
February 1936, Action Press Limited was
incorporated and it then took over
publishing ACTION.
LATER BLACKSHIRT NEWSPAPER MASTHEADS

THE BLACKSHIRT was sold by newspaper
vendors and on the street by Blackshirts and
fascist women as well as at the Blackshirt
bookstores.
A B.U.F. BOOKSTORE

The March, 1939, Northern Blackshirt
masthead is shown above. Whether there
was a Western Area Blackshirt newspaper is
not known. The article in the lower right is
calling for donations as the paper was not
Note many of Mosley's books on the shelves
selling enough to support itself.
and the ACTION newspaper on the left side
of the desk is the "Stand By The King" issue.
NEW PARTY ACTION NEWSPAPER MASTHEAD
& BUF ACTION MASTHEAD

MOSLEY NEWSLETTER

B.U.F. ARMBANDS, BADGES, FLAGS AND
UNIFORMS
The earliest armband used by the
Blackshirts was a British flag.
FIRST PATTERN ARMBAND

As can
be seen in the above photograph, the
armbands are British flags and appear to be
rather larger than the later flash and circle
armbands. Also to be noted is the badge on
the Blackshirt sitting on the left in this
picture. This is an unknown badge.
Eric Hamilton-Piercy is seated in the middle
in the above photograph. He converted to
Catholicism in 1936 and left the B.U.F.
The British Museum has an original flash and
circle armband in its collection (shown on
the next page). Rather than blue, it has a
grey (originally black) background.
Armbands exist that were made at home in
pieces by members, there are others that
are screen printed or embroidered and yet
others that are reproductions (and there are
many of those).
DAVID CLARK

Above is the first issue of Mosley's
Newletter. A few weeks after he started this
he was arrested and the newsletter ended
after only a few issues.

MESSAGE FROM
NATIONAL
FRONT

It needs to be understood that we are being
continually lied to by Government, the BBC
and the newspapers. The meaning of words
is being distorted and laws are being passed
that are directly aimed at destroying our
nation. Perhaps the most obvious twisting of
meaning is that of the word ‘immigrant’,
when the correct word should be ‘foreigner’
or ‘invader’. There are a whole host of
absurd ‘hate’ laws and there is ‘diversity’ a
word to describe the forced miscegenation
of our nation with other nations and the
promotion of sexually disorientated people
better known in English as ‘queers’. All
designed to destroy our Nation.
Again we are lied to when it is said we are
lucky to live in a free, democratic country.
The fact is that we do not live in truly
democratic country – we live in a country
that is made to appear to be democratic.
That is an entirely different matter.

Free speech! Except if mention is made of a
Many people join the National Front for one
long list of subjects.
particular reason or occurrence, whilst
The fundamental difference between
others have just a general feeling that
things are not right. As a Party we need to nationalists and non-nationalists is that we
understand that our health, safety and
explain to our members and electors the
happiness are ensured by being part of
broader picture. This is particularly so as
our
Nation. And that in return we owe a
the enemy continually make false
duty to the fellow members of our Nation.
statements about us and then work
We
are not isolated individuals. Any action
themselves up into a rage over these false
that weakens the Nation is detrimental.
statements.
Labour and Tory emphasise the individual
Our Party is described by the media as
without
caring about the nation as a whole.
‘extreme right wing’. Right and left wing
are meaningless concepts that allow Tory They talk about ‘class war’ and unrestrained
capitalism. Indeed they appear not to
and Labour to pretend they are different
from each other when, in fact, they are just understand the importance of the nation
and believe that a new nation can come
factions of one party. Any party that is not
about by mixing many different nations
approved becomes labelled ‘extreme’ right
together!
The National Front is the only
or left. Another falsehood is that we are
political party to have the policy
‘fascist’ (fascism = rule by an elite.)
of
“humane
repatriation” of all foreigners
whereas, in fact, we are a registered
to
prevent
the
dangerous folly of mixing
political party with the Electoral
nations.
Commission that has the object of fighting
elections in the democratic process.

How do we proceed to combat and reverse
all
the dreadful things that are happening to
As a first priority you should, and the Party
us?
does, reject these falsehoods. The National
Front is a democratic nationalist party and
The answer is clear. We need, via the
must not be described as right or left and democratic system, to elect sufficient MPs
certainly not "extreme".

to purge Parliament of the useless people
currently in power. No easy task.
The National Front believes that your local
MP should be selected by the people living
in the constituency, not as now by the
secret cabal behind the Tory and Labour
parties. At the moment most electors take
no, or little, interest in the doings of their
local MP between elections so that at a
General Election they just dumbly vote for
whomever Tory or Labour HQs have
selected. This means that the MPs follow HQ
instructions rather than the wishes of their
constituents.

FOR SALE
TRUTH AT LAST - THUNDERBOLT BOOKS
P.O. BOX 1211
Marietta
Georgia
30061
USA
SELECTIONS FROM BUF QUARTERLY
$25

THE BEST OF "COMRADE" - FRIENDS OF
It is vitally important that our members
OSWALD MOSLEY NEWSLETTER 1-60
understand the importance of regular local
$10
meetings. As we grow, these meetings will
select local men and women as candidates
THE COLOMBIAN NATIONAL FASCIST
for Parliament so that eventually we will
WORKERS
MOVEMENT OF THE 1940s by
have honest MPs that work for us and our
Emory Burke
Nation. These MPs will be in continual
£10
contact with their constituents and will vote
as instructed by those local constituents and
not, as now, by party whips. (They will be HISTORY OF THE GERMAN-AMERICAN BUND
1936-1940
representatives not delegates.)
$10

WANTED

THE JEWS AND THEIR LIES by Dr Martin
Luther
£15

DVD copies of the documentaries Disciples
JEWISH RUN CONCENTRATION CAMPS IN
of Chaos (1988) about the NF Political
RUSSIA
Soldiers featuring interviews with Patrick
$10
Harrington, and the documentary from the
early 1980s about the British Movement
ZIONISM RULES THE WORLD by Henry Klein
featuring interviews with Michael
(Jewish-American Patriot who was "bumped
McLaughlin and the Clive Sharpe BM martyr
off")
case.
$10
Please
KATYN - THE SOVIET COMMUNIST ATROCITY
email: heritageanddestiny@yahoo.com or
BLAMED ON THE GERMANS
write to: DVD 32, 40 Birkett Drive, Preston,
$10
Lancashire, PR2 6HE.
Write today for a full price list of "politically
incorrect" books!

BOOK REVIEW
Mosley’s Men in Black

My Life – Oswald Mosley
During his long life, the British Fascist
leader Oswald Mosley knew just about
everybody worth knowing. Politicians like
Winston Churchill, Franklin D Roosevelt and
Lloyd George. Leading society hostesses
such as Lady Cunard, Mrs Randolph Hearst
and Nancy Astor. He also knew Beaverbook,
Northcliffe and Rothermere: the three most
powerful press barons of their day. Authors
like Compton Mackenzie and Henry
Williamson were among his friends. And of
course, Mosley had a unique personal insight
into the characters of Hitler, Mussolini,
Goering and the Goebbels.
On reading this book Michael Foot, Leader
of the Labour Party during the 1980s,
commented: “He came near to diverting the
whole course of British history…What Mosley
so valiantly stood for could have saved his
country from the Hungry Thirties and the
Second World War”.
‘The outstanding politician of his
generation, … Mosley was spurned by
Whitehall, Fleet Street and every party
leader at Westminster, simply and solely
because he was right.’ – R. H. S. Crossman
in ‘The New Statesman’

£14.00
The story of the Blackshirt Movement in ‘Only Oswald Mosley … rose to the height of
Great Britain has been well documented.
the challenge. His proposals… offered a
What has never been adequately recorded
blueprint for most of the constructive
before is the highly developed system of advances in economic policy to the present
ranks, uniforms, insignia, badges,
day … an astonishing achievement, evidence
distinction awards and banners that were of a superlative talent.’ – A. J. P. Taylor in
used to promote the fighting spirit and
‘English History, 1914-1945’
organisational efficiency of the Movement.
This comprehensive study, based on 30 years ‘Mosley is the only man I have ever known
research, has saved this aspect of modern
who could have been a very great Prime
history before it was lost forever – and will
Minister … His diagnosis was right … an
remain the definitive work on this
enormously gifted man.’ – Lord Boothby in a
fascinating subject.
BBC broadcast
140mm x 216 mm – Colour – Gloss Laminated 140mm x 216 mm – Gloss Laminated – 498
Pages
– 154 Pages
https://www.oswaldmosley.com/shop/

CALL TO ACTION
THE NBU HIKE

bond us Blackshirts. The future is bright,
and we must be the light for the people who
are now in such darkness. We must move
forward as a unit in our fight for true
freedom that is found in modern day
fascism guided by Gary Raikes and the NBU.
Tom - Veterans Officer NBU

As the Veterans Officer I would firstly like to
personally thank all members who have
been in contact with me through twitter
and VK about ideas and activities. Just so
you know very soon I will have a separate
phone of which will be dedicated to my
duties as the New British Union Veterans
Officer this is so it makes it much more
easier for communications with dedicated
members of the NBU.

WORDS FROM
RICHARD
It was the criminally insane war-monger,
Winston Churchill, who successfully
intrigued the Second World War to be
launched against Germany.

At the end of the war in the Summer of
So, I have put forward an idea for a hike in 1945 Churchill then found himself facing
the United Kingdom so it can bring members the murderous Bolshevik-Communist regime
together and to build teamwork and trust of Stalin entrenched with the massed ranks
amongst fellow members that cannot be
of the Red Army on the river Elbe halfway
built on the likes of social media. This event into Germany. And now the full horror and
will suit all members and will be held at a
danger was suddenly made clear to
location to be given after a member shows Churchill: "We have slaughtered the wrong
serous interest in the event. The event will swine", he declared to the leading American
be over one day and with an option to stay and former US Ambassador to the Soviet
over at the location in a hotel of the
Union, Joseph Davies. Davies reported back
members choice in the location chosen. To to US President Truman (this is the Summer
cater for any members who might find a
of 1945):
hike of around 8 miles difficult there is a
option to attend and come to the evening
"as I listened to Churchill inveigh so
gathering so we can swap ideas and have
violently against the threat of Soviet
the face to face contact that is much
domination and the spread of Communism
needed to build trust amongst the NBU
in Europe...I wondered if he, Churchill, was
membership.
now willing to declare to the world that he

and Britain had made a mistake in not
So as the current situation stands travel is
supporting Hitler, for as I understood him,
difficult and along with booking
he
was now expressing the doctrine which
accommodation, pubs and so on. So, for
now the date is TBC but I will endeavour to Hitler and Goebbels had been proclaiming
and reiterating for the last four years ..."
give 8 weeks’ notice before going ahead
with the event. The location is already Joseph Davies, former US Ambassador to the
Soviet Union in the 1930s.
chosen but can only be given out once a
member has shown serous interest in the
event also all security protocols will be used What is one to say of Churchill: old fool ?;
wicked, insane war-monger ?; grave-digger
so we can operate and enjoy our day in
of the British Empire ?; destroyer of our
peace.
Civilisation ?; enemy of Europe and the
Please feel free to contact me if you have
White race ?; hateful old b*stard.
an interest in the event as I think it’s
RICHARD EDMONDS
something different to do and will build and

APRIL 1945

Restoring faith in
fascism?

This day 75 years ago Soviet and American
troops met in central Germany at the small
German town of Torgau on the river Elbe.
The news-service, Russia Today, has photos Now that's a tall order given how fascism
of the event, which they head-line: Putin has been demonized from its inception and
and Tump celebrate the Victory over Fascist
been bastardised to the extent that it
Germany.
encompasses every aspect of any agenda
beyond the PC norm!
At this time in April 1945 two million
German women and girls were being raped
However we contend that in the dying
by the beasts of the Soviet armed forces;
decades of democracy with the greater
meantime hundreds of thousands of civilians
number abstaining, thus rejecting the
had been bombed, blasted and burnt to
electoral process then it is certain that
death in their own homes by the British, people will look for an alternative, not the
American and Canadian Air-force bombers. utopian fantasy of the communist left, but
Statistically for every German soldier that in an alternative based upon both nation
the Western Allies killed in battle, they also
and tradition.
killed two civilians in their bombing war;
one can say that for every German soldier Politicians are essentially charlatans, false
they killed on the battle-field, they also
promises of prosperity an empty life as
killed his wife and child back home.
Britain rots under the anti-culture if
Dreadful, eh ? Look I do not blame the
capitalism, booze/drugs and an invasive
soldiers or the air-men; they were young
multiracial morass.
men, what did they know ? They had faced
death on a thousand battle-fields and had That Britons of all ages, regions and classes
seen their mates killed beside them. No, I reject the myriad of evils associated with
blame the political class then and now.
the ballot box leaves the NBU with its
Seventy five years later we see the White
radical political, social and economic
race dying and meantime we get the
structures is proposing viable solutions.
"Holocaust"-lie thrust down our throats day
and night.
In this era the NBU builds quietly
establishing a beacon of hope, a citadel of
RICHARD EDMONDS
sanity in a nation devouring itself in a
madhouse of political chicanery and cultural
marxist insanity.
Essentially we are the pioneers of the
Fascist idea, leading the way through
example and the discipline inherent in our
movement. As faith in the establishment
withers away we will be there with an new
idea, a new proposal, a new faith, thus
restoring faith in fascism.
NBU ULSTER

LOYALTY
We have seen a big increase in young people
joining NBU over the last few months I
would like to use this opportunity to address
them. You will hear a lot of lies and
rumours, black propaganda, about our
movement, from left and right. The left
mainly because they need hate filled nazi
racist shock horror stories to justify their
excistance. Hope not hate and search light
make a living out of attacking the so called
far right so anything they come up with
should just be ignored.

gain traction will be attacked, that is not a
problem in its self, the problem is that
some members believe the lies.

It is a fact that socialist and communist
violence existed before Fascism was ever
thought of. It continues to exist to this day.
When faced with really serious and
unanswerable political and social ideas, the
Remember, anyone attacking the leadership
red response is always one of extreme
and
officers of NBU no matter who they are,
violence. Mosley said; "in our case it was
are your enemy and the enemy of this
clear beyond a shadow of doubt that the
initiative in violence came not from us but movement, they should be treated with the
from our opponents. we assembled to hold contempt all traitors and plyers of poison
deserve.
peaceful meetings and to present a
reasoned case, and others attacked our
meetings for the purpose of breaking them Loyalty is the key to our continuing success.
Loyalty above all else, loyalty to leader
up. They attacked and we defended."
comrades movement. True Blackshirts
The whole basis of leftist thinking is an understand this as they understand the need
imperative to destroy all organic or natural for discipline and structure. We are building
a new movement to take the truth of
forces in society, such as race, nation,
family and even marriage, and replace them Mosleys message to the people our enemies
will stop at nothing to silience us, do not
with a grey, boring, ugly utilitarian world
bereft of any motive other than the pursuit fall for their grubby lies. Stand tall stand
proud stand for fascism.
of materialism. Such a world can only be
foisted onto people by extreme intolerance
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and violence. Anyone who stands in the way
of this brave new world has to be silenced.
We must expose the hatred and violence of
the left at every opportunity, the time has
come to set the record straight.
Our so called friends on the right will also
attack us, the nationalist movement is
riddled with infriltrators and useful idiots, it
always has been. Every group that begins to

